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ABSTRACT  

Cutting extinguishers are an innovative tool capable to attack a fire confined in  closed areas by 

piercing  the wall and then spraying  inside a jet of water in order to avoid risks of backdraft for 

members of  fire brigade who up to now need to create a wide opening to enter a room on fire. 

This tool is becoming an ideal option for first attack of fires in view also of its sizes  suitable for 

installation on small vehicles capable to manage traffic conditions  in city centres and avoid that a 

fire spreads beyond the critical point before a full size fire brigade truck is on the spot. 

Piercing a wall made out of standard construction materials is now a successful technique which, 

irrespective of   different methods of addition of abrasive to the Water Jet ( WJ), allows to reach the 

internal part of a confined space for  the following  attack with Water Mist ( WM). 

However here is where comes the difference between systems to add abrasive to the water jet.  

As a matter of fact companies  using an ASWJ (Abrasive Suspended WJ ) method employ one 

convergent nozzle only for both  cutting and spraying, while with  an AEWJ (Abrasive Entrained 

WJ) method  two different nozzles are used: one for cutting and one for WM . 

This leaves space to AEWJ cutting extinguishers to be equally efficient  while cutting and while 

attacking fire scenarios, since they offer to fire brigade officers  the option to select and fit  the WM 

nozzle best suited for the class of fire they are facing. 

As an example they may fight a class A fire with a more concentrated jet allowing to reach the fire 

plume thanks to its higher momentum  or fight a shielded class B fire with low-momentum micro 

droplets jet.  This innovation, which  represents a step forward for the performances of Cutting 

Extinguishers, has been investigated developing a new family of spray nozzles which have been 

subjected to performance  tests focusing the attention on : Spray Pattern, Droplets Falling 

Distance,  Fire extinguishment  time and spray safety. 

Nozzle design, test results and pictures were collected and are included in the presentation, while 

video recording of Fire Tests are available upon request. 
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 A specific highlight was placed on safety with pictures taken to assess the risk represented by    

the cutting nozzle used by ASWJ tools also as a Water Mist tool. With these tests it was 

demonstrated that at a distance of about 30 cm  a lumber  beam  25mm thick  is pierced by a pure 

water jet in about 5 seconds, while a real WM spray  at same distance doesn’t hurt a human hand. 

Due to the unavailability of  EN norms covering mobile water mist units, fire tests were run based 

on a proprietary  method using a steel tray with 5l heptane on a water base, with video recording 

utilised for measuring time of extinction. 

The results of this new approach sofar achieved in fire fighting with a Cutting Extinguisher, despite 

being not yet concluded, draw a new light on the potential of this tool and do represent a new 

frontier for the Water Mist technology applied to mobile systems. 
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